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CSCI 431:  Programming Languages
Midterm #1 -- closed book section

The entire exam is to be turned in at 4:20 PM.  Work the closed book section first and turn it in
before you consult your books and notes to work on the open book section.

There are sixteen questions.  Each is worth two points.  Choose the most appropriate phrase for
terminating each sentence.  Circle your choice.

Name: 

The LISP programming language The first version of FORTRAN At Xerox PARC, Alan Kay
was designed for use in was described in a document developed the object-oriented

A: business applications. developed by programming language
B: scientific applications. A: Xerox. A: Objective C.
C: system programming. B: Digital Equipment B: Simula.
D: artificial intelligence. Corporation. C: Photocopy.

FORTRAN was designed for D: International Business
A: business applications. Machines. The most widely used formal
B: scientific applications. method of describing
C: system programming. The string (A B C) is the syntax programming language syntax
D: artificial intelligence. for specifying lists in is

COBOL was designed for B: PL/I. B: Backus-Naur Form.
A: business applications. C: LISP. C: Panini derivations.
B: scientific applications. D: Pascal. D: axiomatic semantics.
C: system programming.
D: artificial intelligence. Niklaus Wirth designed Pascal as a Programming language semantics

An orthogonal programming A: LISP. A: programs are compiled.
language would be expected to B: ALGOL. B: programs are linked.

A: have powerful capabilities. C: FORTRAN. C: programs are executed.
B: handle exceptions well. D: Simula. D: programs are loaded.
C: have a very regular syntax.
D: exterminate bugs. C was first used at Bell In axiomatic semantics the logical

In Pascal, the word begin is A: implement Unix. statement is executed is called
A: an identifier. B: solve communications A: the invariant.
B: a special word. problems. B: the precondition.
C: a syntactic construct. C: teach programming. C: the antecedent.
D: a control structure. D: write Visicalc. D: the initial domain.

Pascal provides special support for The Department of Defense should C++ is an extension of
A: strong type checking. be blamed for A: Pascal.
B: aliasing. A: LISP and Prolog. B: Cobol.
C: exception handling. B: Ada and COBOL. C: C.
D: data abstraction. C: PL/I and FORTRAN. D: BCPL++.

C: Fermi Labs. D: Smalltalk.

A: Prolog. A: attribute grammars.

simplified version of describe what happens when

Laboratories to assertion that holds before a

D: BASIC and C.


